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	In keeping with a long and established tradition in anthropological

	scholarship, all names of persons and characters mentioned in this book

	have been changed and otherwise anonymized in order to protect their

	identity, dignity, and safety. This convention has served anthropologists

	well for many years and it is all the more important to adhere to in the

	present political climate in India where those critical of the government

	and the ruling party all too often are subjected to abuse and threats.
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Straight from the Hood: Amazing but True Gangster TalesStrategic Media Books, 2011

	Many books have written about the black gangster. They have been, for the most part, lengthy tomes focusing on the kingpins of the gangland scene, gangsters with names like Nicky Barnes, Frank Lucas, Lorenzo Fat Cat Nichols and Kenneth Supreme McGiff. Yet there are many stories about the black gangsta that have not received much press...
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AJAX: A Beginner's Guide (Beginner's Guide  (Osborne Mcgraw Hill))McGraw-Hill, 2008
This book is dedicated to making web applications look and act like desktop applications that run on your computer. As we advance into the Internet Age, the difference between the desktop and the Internet is going to keep diminishing. One issue that up until now has divided desktop applications from browser-based applications is that in the...
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Virtual Reality with VRTK4: Create Immersive VR Experiences Leveraging Unity3D and Virtual Reality ToolkitApress, 2019

	
		Virtual reality is quickly becoming the next medium to communicate your ideas.  Once siloed in make-believe world of science fiction, virtual reality can now touch any aspect of your life. This book shows you how to create original virtual reality content using the Unity game engine and the Virtual Reality Tool Kit. By the end of...
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Wireless Hacks : 100 Industrial-Strength Tips & ToolsO'Reilly, 2003
Written for the intermediate to advanced wireless user, Wireless Hacks is full of direct, practical, ingenious solutions to real-world networking problems. Whether your wireless network needs to extend to the edge of your office or to the other end of town, this collection of non-obvious, "from the field"...
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Managing Projects WellRoutledge, 1999

	Few people realise how many projects people actually manage. Or how many of the theoretical approaches to Project Management do not meet the test of the real world.

	

	This intensive look at Project Management teaches people what they need to know to lead, or be a member of, a project team. Most Project...
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wxPython Recipes: A Problem - Solution ApproachApress, 2017

	Quickly discover solutions to common problems, learn best practices, and understand everything wxPython has to offer. This book is for anyone wanting to learn more about how to use the wxPython desktop GUI toolkit. It assumes some prior knowledge of Python and a general understanding of wxPython or GUI development, and contains more than 50...
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